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8. French Loading Conditions
The French strength specifications originally avoicl-
ed all numerical data and left the test decision open for
each individual caseo Aroused by the rapid development of
pursuit and acrobatic airplanes toward the end of the war,
the assumption of sudden pull-out at high angle of attack
from a vertica,l nose dive, formed the basis upon which to
analyze wing strength. On the premises that tile drag co-
efficient of tti-ewhole airplane in a nose dive is approxi-
mately equal to the drag coefficient
cm
for maximum
horizontal flight vh a,t ~round level, the S.T.Ae’. pre-
scribed the classical formula
nA =kf (0.036 vh)’ = 0.007’ -=-~-
~0 c~h
(50)
for the load factor of case A.
The center of pressure was at one third of the wing
chord .
In 1922 (reference 61) the k factors mere prescribed:
-— ——— .——.—. .——.—...--—.-—-—.—
*l!Di~ Entwicklung der Festigkeitsvorschriften f& FIU~ZCU~C
von den Anf&ngen der Flu,gt.e,c@ik.3is zur Ge&en~a~t.lt I,uft-
fahr’t’f<o-r$ic’hung, June 21, 1932, pp. 38-52. (For Parts I aild
II, see N.A.C,A. Technical Memorand-~m~ NOSS 716 and 717.)
2 ‘“fi.A.d“.”A.!l!e”ck-nibal‘Memorandum No . 718
........ . .
Pursuit single-seat rnoh.dplane, k = 1“5 (m4/kg s2,
II II mult,iplane, 10
Other military monoplanes, .11.
II II muit iplan”es, 7.5
Nonmilitary monoplanes, 9
II mult iplanes 7.5
The inclination of the resultant ,of the air loads to-
ward the wing chord shall be 4:1 in case B. The point of
application shall be determined from the wing polars. In
case “C the stress of the Wings is investigated by its in-
ternal drag. The load factor in cases B and C is a stat-
ed fraction of the A-case. load factor~ ,l.n-case D the load
factor shall be nD = for all ‘a;i’rplanes.0.5nA , ,,,...
Niles, after critically comparing f~rmula (50) with
the U. S. load factor, came to the conclusion that accord-
ing to it some of the newer pursuit .a,irplanes would be of
inferior strength, whereas commercial airplanes, which
practically never get into a nose di?e, would become exces-
sively strong.
Br.eguet and Devillers (reference 63) also criticized
this formula and adduced the empirical breaking load fac-
tor, especially for commercial airplanes, from the stress
in a vertical gust. Starting from the reasoning that a
sharp pull-out at high speed is an unduly vitiating load-
ing condition for commercial types, and that “such a maneu-
ver was not at all executable, particularly with large air-
planes, they analyzed the motion of an airplane flying into
a gust roller with sinusoidal distribution of the vertical
velocity under the assumption of steady lift coefficients.
The maximum stress is reached in the case of sudden rise of
vertical velocity
,,.
%vhwgn = l+&_.,
,,,
With” ‘“ “’” “
. ?- d Ca “k 0.25 kg s2/m4
.~ d,.,a,
(51)
gust y“elocity w = 3 m/s, ~~safety factor 2.5 of static
~.qu’otaand 5 as that of “the dynamic quota, the,breaking
load factor becomes “< : . ..,.
N~A.,C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 718 3
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‘Br = 2.5 + 3.’75 —G- (52)
., ,,. —,
Th& breakin”g load factor by this formula deviates for
ditferent commercial airplanes only slightly from 6 as con--
trastedwith formula, (50) which, even with the minimum
k = 7.5 yields unnecessarily hi’gh load factors in some
cases. It was therefore believed that a constant load
factor of 6 was perfectly” sound for commercial aircraft.
13ut this no longer holds true ”to-day, where the number of
Airplane typos has increased consistently,’
).
The Permanent Commission for Aeronautical Research,
with w-hich the S.T.A6. and the Iiiternational Comnis”sion
for Air Navigation wer”e affiliated, cane to the conclusion
in 1925 (reference 64) that formula (50) rendorod the pro-
lininary static analysis difficult, because the speed vh
was determinable olil’yafter test flights, Iio’reover, since
the arbitrary k factors were simply empir~.cal, a deter-
inina.tion of the load, factors independent of the speed but
dcnenlent upon the gross weight of the airplane, was pref-
~i-:.ble.
The loa~ factors set up tiy the two Commissions arc
Table XXIX. Froncil Load Factors, 1925
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4 E.A.C. A. Technical Memorandum No. 7.1S’
These load factors were based in part .upon accelera-
tion measurements made by Huguenard, Magnan, and Planiol
(referen6e 65) .
For case B (c.p. position corresponding to that for
maximum horizontal flight), the load factor is- nB = 0.75
nA.
Case C shall be. analyzed for a nose dive with termi-
nal velocity; the load factor, better called safety factor
in this case, is given in table XXIX*
For wheel landing from normal flight attitude (pancak-
ii~g), the impact factor is 6 for all airplanes except for
the special group, where it shall be 4.5.
As vertical component of the landing shock for the
landing gear 5 times the gross weight of the airplane shall
be assumes (3.5 times fog special gro”up)e The resultant
slopes 27 forward and 9 sidewise against the vertical,
For the rest, the specifications woro similar to thoso
found in the 1927 edition of the 3ureau Veritas.
The CINA, originated in France, began in 1925 with the
promulgation of llminimum.requirements for obtaining an
airworthiness certificate.’l The loading conditions con-
tained therein had, in May 1929, progressed to the follow-
ing stage:
General Specifications for Stress Analysis and Testing
The tests or stress analyses are subject to the fol-
lowing rules:
a) For the successively assumed flight attitudes or
movements on the ground the loads producod un-
der these conditions and which the different
parts of the airplanes have to carry, are deter- .
mined and, except for the forces sot up by the
propoller, multiplied by the load factor cited
in the subsequent chapter.
b) The forces producod by the propeller are intro-
duced in actual magnitude when computing the -
airplane speed. In case of fatigue stress of
the airplane, thrust and propeller torque shall
be multiplied by the load factors given in the
.N.A.C, A. Technical l!emorandum No. ‘7-18 5
.
. .
subsequent section if these load factors are
less than 2.5; but in any other case, with 2.5.
When static strength tests are required, it must be
proved during these tests whether the ,total stress assuucd
according to the above data, p.ro.duces forces which actual-
ly cause failuro in somo part of the structure.
Granted sufficient design data, they may be referred.
to breaking limit or elastic limit; but in all cases the
different assumed load factors must be such as to give as-
suranco of an identical factor of safety as the static
strength tests with tho load factors (qiven in the next
section) would reveal.
Analysis and Strength Test of Wings
Case I: Flight: with c.p.-far forvfird. - -.my; ~ ca,se
corresponds to pull-out fr’>m a nose dive and
to horizontal flight in a vertical up-gust.
...
It shall be assumed that the ai~pla~~e flies horizon-
tally at the angle at which the center of pressure of the
air loads is farthest forward. The forces impressed- here-
by on the different p~rts of the ;:.irpl:in~ shall be analyzed.
and the followiilg breaking load fzctors ap?liod t~.ercto:
Gross wo.ight of airpl~.ne &lt lto5t >5t
Class 1 (normal) 7 7 115 5
II 2 (special) 5 5 II.4 4
II 3 .(acrobatic) 9 9 11”7 7
The load factors for airplanes having a total. weight of
from } to 5 t change linearly.
Case II: ylig”nt at maximum speed.
,,
The airplane-shall be ass~med to fly horizontally at
itS tOp speed vh without the pow~r an~- r.p.mo of the en-
gines exceeding their respective internationally accepted
l fi~ures. The loads improssod thereby on tnc individual
parts of tho airplane shall bo analyzed and the pertinoilt
load factors applied; tlhoy are threo fourths of the V,C-.1UO
of case 1..
6 N;.A.C;A. !Iechaictil Memorandum No.. 7,18
.. .
.
Case 111% Nose dive (c...p.farthest to the rear) .
.
The .ai,ry”lane“s-hallbe assumed to dt.ve at its limit-
ing velocity with power off. The loads impressed. hereby
upon th”e i,,ndividual parts of the airplane shall be ana-
lyzed and the following load factors applied:
.,.
Airplanes of class 1 (normal) 1.5
,..
.
II It II 2 (special) 1.2
II II 11 3 (acrobatic) -. 2.5
Case IV: Rough landing..
The airplane shall be assumed to.be in horizontal at.
titude and drop vertically when touching the ground, after
which the weight of the different members of” the structure
shall be multiplied as follows:
.4irplanes of class 1 (normal) : 6
!1 II )1 2 (special) 4.5
11 II 11 3 (acrobatic) 6
Aside from the four main cases, ti~re are tho follow-
ing special cases.:
a) It shall be assumed that the airplane attains to
attitudes 1 and 2 successively; hereby half of
the above-cited load factors for analyzing the
produced forces are assumed, and it must be
proved whether, after failtire of one bracing or
fitting, any part.of the cellule is under greate-
r than its breaking load.
b) The loads on” the wings shall bo a.nalyzod fo~ tho
caso that tho airplane taxies or that tile engines
rotate on the ground separately or collectively,
whereby the highest permissible torque shall be
assumed and a unit load factor of 2.5 appliedi
,
..-—----- .-.-. . --..—..— . -.. ..- .— —.
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Analysis and Test of Control Surfaces
7
-----
Tho ,.ver,.t,i.cal-=twil szmfaces b-f’tlib ‘k.irplanos of.class
~=
- .*,*— -.
<. 1 (normal) and of class ~ (spncial) shall be designed to
,’
withstand a mean te”st load porpendicujar to their surfaces,
which is defir.ed accord i]i~ to the formula Q = 3.5 Vh,
but which in no case must be loss than 70 kg/m2.
The distribution of this moan load over the fin sur-
face shall be uniform, triangular over the rudder. The
apex of the triangle shall lie over the outer edge, its
base over the axis in unbalanced, and over the leading
edge in balanced, elevators.
The strength of the fin attachment to the fusela~o
and of the rudder nust be a,tleast equal to the appliefl.
loads.
.
Fin and rudder and fittings must, Witi~Lollt abnormal
fatigue, sustain the strosscs sot up by control forces in
flight or on the ground.
These regulations were revised July 1931, and amen’led
as I“ollows:
Elevators amd stabilizers shall be analyzed wtth t::.:l,t
of the followilig loads which yroduces the greatest stress:
a) A steady load equal to that specified for the ver-
tical tail surfzces.
b) The loads resulting from tho equilibrium equations
for the first three flight attitudes with the
same load factors as for” the wings.
c) The load set up when the part of tk.e olovator ly-
ing on one side of the line of symmetry of the
airplane is loaded separately. If;not amenable
to direct analysis it may be assuaed. that the
corresponding load is for the time being half of
the loads found under a) e.nd b) .
For the 5.nvestigation of the equilibrium equations
!=. in case b), the e.g. of the airplane yield.ing the maxi-
mum load on the control surfaces shall be assumed.
The load distribution over top and bottom of wing on
one hand, and over span and chord on the other? dopond.s
—
,— .,. .. .. —.—-
upon the results from full-scale or’ model tests. When
such are not available, officially recognized publications
maybe consulted. The” fin attachments on’the fuselage and
of the el”evator must be ~.esigne’d.to’tiit’hstand”at least the
stres”ses produced by t-he loads on the tail surfaces.
Ailerons shall. be analyzed ftir “the loads accruing from
the second ~oad case, tile ailerons shall be assumed to be
displaced 3 downward; and tlie load fa’ctors for the wings
shall he a~~p”libd; inten~ity and distribution of the loads
to be taken from experiments” or, lacking thoso, from of-
ficially recogniiedr publications. Ail”crdn”fittings shall
bO designed to withstand at least thti ’stresses i“mpressod
by tile aileron loadings,.
,,-.
Landing Gears
For landing-gear design., three conditions must be
complied with:
1. With an airplane in flight- “attitude; it shall be
assumed that only the wheels touch the ground.
The total w’eiGht shall be mtiltipliocl by a load
factor 4.
,,
2. The airplane attitude is as above, but the resulf-
ant of the loads is no longer vertical but shall
be assumed inclined in a plane perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the airplane so that
the horizontal comFo:lei~t equals 0.7 times the
gross weight of the airplane.
3*, The airplane is in the same attitude and subjected
to the same” loads as in the first case. But the
resultant of the loads shall be assumed to be in-
clined in a vertical plane through the longitu-
dinal axis of the airplane, so tilat the horizon-
tal conr~’onent is equal to one fourth of the re-
sultant.
Tho stresses of the parts supporting tho fuselago
shall be analyzed as follows:
a) The airplane rests with the whe”els and the support
on a horizontal plane and its weight shall be
multiplied with ti~e load factor set up for the
landing gearO :.
.- .. ..
!1I N.A. C.PA, Technical Memorandum No,. 71,8 9~j
/
p
jj’ b) If a skid is” used, it and its fitting must be de-
~
signed for 50 percent of the preceding v.er.ti-
.—.......cal.,,loads, and’-:~oran~ position wht”,ch’*h>e s~i’d
ill
may assumeO
f
i!
I It must be provod tilat the loads on tho landing gear
[ produced when the airplano in flight attitude, drops ver-
tically. from a height\/ h above the ground, do not exceed
./ the above cited loads. The ileight h shall be 20 cm for
~,
airplanes having a landing speed not exceeding, 65 ku/h.
:1, For those with a landing speed of more than, 65 km/h, 1 cm
f . shall be added for. each kilometor. .17henwhe.el lra7kos aro1,
i used the braking” forcos shall not produco abnormal wear.
Fuselage, Engine Frame, and Various Accessories
Fuselage, engine supports, and their accessories (par-
ticularly cockpits, tanks, and their mouii,tj.ngs),shall be
analyzed for stresses in taxying and in flig’nt. I.t shall.
be assumed:
a) that wings, control surfaces, landing gear, and
other parts supporting the fuselage are loaded ac-
cording to the load schedule;
b) that theso loade are used to dotermino the inertia
rea.ciion of the static and dynamic loads of the
airplane;
c) that the loads and reactions cited under a) and b)
occur sim’~ltaneously and under identical cond.i-
ti.ens;
d) that the forces produced by the propeller are mul-
tiplied by the load .fact’or which corresponds to the
portinon”t airplane motion.
In multi-engine airplanes the unsymrnotrical forces
,-
which may occur wnon one or more engines stop, must be
taken into account. And lastly, the operating and trans-
mitting parts of the control systems as WO1l as their fit-
tings shall at least be equal to tho forcos producod by “
the loads ass+urnedfor the eletiatorsk ~~ ‘ ““ ‘ ‘“
.,
Because of the international aspect of these regulat-
ions a comparison with the German loading conditions
should be of interdst.
10 N~A”. Ct,4? Technical Memorandum .,No. ?’18
,..
‘Case 1 ..ofthe’ CINA corresponds to case A and is most
important for=.the strength of airplane wings. ‘For smaller
commercial airplanes of from ,2 to ,4t ,weight, the CINA.
specifies about 40 percent greater strength than German
airplanes which have proved their worth in many thousands
of flying hours. Sport and light airplanes,also must, ac-
cording to the CINA specifications, have .a 35 percent
greater strength than that of reliable German types. If
the CINA had stipulated a higher” average speed range, tile
higher load factor would admittedly be justified but not”
for airplanes having a-low speed range. Several French ex-
perts likewise have raised objectionsto the load factor
of “case 1.
Case 2 differs from casa:Binsofar as the actual lift
coefficient is arbitrarily deduced from maximum horizontal
flight, although the required high-load factor of this
ca-se n2 = ~ nl is only attainable at the terminal veloc-
ity of the nose dive, and even then is not attainable with
airplanes having a high load factor (acrobatic group) . In
other words, the CINA specifies especially high safety for
pull-out from high gliding and diving speed, which is not
customary with commercial and sport airplanes. The same
applies to case 3, which corresponds to our C cas6. The
CINA specifies for all airplanes, not only for the acrobat-
ic group; the nose-diving condition with terminal velocity.
This requirement is contrary to practical experience, ac-
cording to which diving with terminal velocity is practi-
cally nonexistent even with larger airplanes. The German
as well as the English strength specifications provide
therefore a conformably lower C-case speed.
The formula for control surface stress corresponds,
relative to the linear r.elat.ionship with the maximum hor-
izontal speed, to the gust formula (equation 30) of the
DLA.
l
The aileron loading is only about half of. that pres-
cribed by the DLA. It is questionable whether the ail9-
rons should be designed stronger even for reasons of rigid<
ity and gripping strength.
In 1927 the specifications of the Bureau T!eritas were
as follows:
,,
. .. .
Case C: dive with terminal velocity.
..’
N.-A.C.A. Technical” Memorandum No. .7.18 11
The propeller acts as wi’ndmil.l with 15 percent “higher
r.p. rn. “The propeller drag shall equal the wing drag for
srn~!.l.,.:.a.ii. p l.ane.s.~and less -for=l”amge -airplanes; ‘ a -m.
Case B: horizontal flight at maximum speed, corre-
sponding to pull-out from a nose dive.
Case A: “center of ~ressure “far forward, corresponding
to maximum angle of attack reacheb at end of
nose dive.
,. ,,
The required breaking-load factors are tabulated in
Table XXX. Load Factors, Bursau V~Pitas, i927
——-.——— —. ...—--- ——.——
:~:1
,~Fq;f2y
.?:
——---..— —. — . —--.-—
In airplanes designed for inverted flight, the cor?&-
spend.ing loa,ds in opposite directio-ns shall be assumed at
three fourths of tile above cited load factors.
The wing cellule shall be desi~ned to withstand asym-
metrical stresses equivalent to the tiaximum aileron loads
multi~l.ied by the above load factors. If there is uncer-
tainty regarding this, the load factor on ono wing-half
shall be equal to n; on the other, equal to n - 1.
The landing gear shall be clesigned to withstand a
static load of five times the gross weig-ht of the airplane,
as well as a free drop from 0.5 m heig-ht for day airplanes
and from 1.0 m height for nig-nt airplanes. The remainder
of the airplane must be able to withstand’ the impact fac-
tor 5 in landing. The landing gear shall alsg be strong
enough to sustain oblique forces slo~ing at 9 against the
. plane of symmetry and one-wheel lfindzng.
;> Wings and fuselage shall be tiesimed ’for .migher fa-
tigue stress than that for which the landing gear is o,na-
lyzed. .,
12 N,A. G..-A. Technical Memorandum No., .718
The airplane shall have”~ safety factor of 2.5 by
static propeller ‘thrust and torque. Ailerons shall ‘be de-
signed to c“arry a load of 200 kg/ma, and the’ control sur-
faces for 60 percent of the maximum wing loading. The
corrtrol-opqrating system shall be designed to” withstand
the maximum ele+a%or loads as well as frictional and im-
pact loads~ ..
. ,,.,,, ...:.!:,.
.,
.. .:.To- avoid””forced:’wing oscillations (whilb ih ignorance
of the complicated processes), airfoils with small C.P.
displacement are recommended. It was probably believed
that’ th6~cehter of”@avity of the ’wings would thereby be
shifted farther forward, and so increase tho critical
s~ooda
In 1929 the Bureau Veritas published a revised load
schedule, plainly patterned after the loading conditions
of the D.V.L.. which had been published in the nteantime~
The excess stress due to temperature variation within the
anticipated limits shall be investigated.
..
All parts must be designed to carry the maximum stat-
ic loads with a factor of safety of 20 In addition, it
must be proved that all parts can carry the 105 times stat-
ic loads without distortion; that is, the elasticity (yield)
limit of the material must not be exceeded under the load-
ing. In metal parts, subject to considerable vibrations,
the stress in normal flight must not exceed the fatigue
linit.
~he choice of calculation method is left free, but it
is recommended to make the static analysis with the break-
ing load equal factor of safety times outside load.
Aside from some special cases, the maximum stresses
occur in pull-out from the greatest prescribed nose dive”
(emergency position) and are greater as the diving speed ‘is
greater and the more suddenly the pull-out is effected,
For flight with maximum lift the factors of the grav-
ity forces (safe load factors) given in table XXXI shall
be used as outside loads.
This maximum lift shal~:be assumed once ‘for maximum
angle”of attack (lift coefficient), thOn for maximum di~-
ing speed~ Magnitude and direction of the resultant’s of
the air loads shall “DO taken from the polars.
I{,A. C.A. .Technical, Me,morandurn ~o.. 718 13
Table X.XXI. Safe. Load Xactors, %reau Veritas, 192.9
- —. .-. -—...
— .-. -— —..- ....— ------ -.
Gross--wei,ght of airplae (t) .1< i ~=-. to 5
.—
Normal
---–--~T;5~--F3:;y02“5 ~‘“-;;--
Acrohatic ~ 7,0 I 7.0 “ 600 ~ 6,0
1Acrobatic with speed limi- 1tation ~c< 103 vh 4.5 4.5 II,3.5 1 ~m~
-—. — —-l---.. _..–.-.__.. .:.––....-._-
a) When the no &e dive is not limited by any distinct
reaction of the elevator, the ter”minal velocity “
with allowance for propeller and. elevator drag
shall be used as diving speed.
b) When a reaction of definite magnitude on the ele-
vator (10 to 15 kg for G< St, 20 to 30 kg
for G>5t) is not exceed~d i;f the pilot,
then the rna,ximum steady gli.d5-i;.~; speed belonging
to the corresponding elevator uoment’ shall be
considered as superior speed limit.
In any case it should at least be equal to 1.25 times
the maximum horizontal speed (full throttlo).
The airplane shall have a factor of safety of 2 for
stresses at this speed (lift from O to maximum) .
The, stress of an airplane in horizontal flight (cruis-
ing speed) or in gliding with power off upon entry from
calm air into a vertical air current (gust) of ~ 11 m/s
velocity shall be :investigated. Factor of safety, 2. ,
For large airplanes the local overloading by gusts
whoie ’intensity”is about 1 to 2 tirne.s”tkat’.ofsteady lift,
shail “be investigated.
.,’
Normal airplanes shall be desi~ned for downward pres-
sure (inverted flight) with 50 percenv (acr.ohati.c &roup, ~
75 percent) of the load factor given in tabie XXX1. Air-
planes designed for diviilg with termiqal velocity shall be
strong e~.ough to ,.withs.tandt-ne Stresses in the rangO of “t~LO
angles of “attack contiguous to this flight attitude..
With a view to unsymmetrical stre’ssesthe stress, of
one wing-half in no,rmal airplanes shall be reduced by 1,;0
times; in acrobatic airplanes by 2 times the steady lift.
, ., ..-,~
1.4 N .Ai C..A~ Techfiical M,emora’ndum No* ,!?18
,,Incase of”.failure of one bracing member,. the remain-
der must at. least be s trong enough to sustain 50 percent
of the.specified’ loadst All loading conditions shall be
in, combination with addit..ional stresses due to maximum el-
evator displacements and 2.5 times tho propeller thrust
and torque, in norpal horizontal flight.
Control surface and control. system parts shall be, an-
alyzed in neutral setting. as parts of the. remaining air-
plane and must withstand stresses, caused bydisplacement,
with the same load factor as for the wings, but only for
control forces of 30 kg on the arms, and of 50 kg on the
legs; the factor of safety is 2.
The landing gear in n&rna~=$light attitude shall be de-
signed to withstand 5 ‘times the gross weight of the air-
plane, The force direction is I) v~rttciti, 2) inclined
10° forward, with the resultant passing “through the fuse-
la e aft of the vertical,
%
3) inclined at 10° forward and
15 toward the side.
In three-point landing the landing gear and the skid
sl~all absorb the same load in relation to their support re-
actions in rest positionm The heights of vertical drop of
the airplane and the one-wheel landing are the same as in
192?~ The remaining parts of the airplane shall be de-
signed for a dynamic load factor of 6 without exceeding
the elasticity (yield) limit. The case of nosing over at
low speed shall also be analyzed.
These new regulations of the Bureau Veritas constitute
a real step forwar”dc They are logically carried through
on the premises that the wing stress is linearly dependent
on the control forces - an assumption which holds fairly
true .fornot unduly rapid control operation and unbalanced
or slightly balanced elevators. In “addition, it is assumed
that the pilot doe”s not exceed stated stick forces, with
the result that the horizontal boundary lines of tho load
factor and the hyperbolic boundary lines for the dynamic
pressure are as shown in figure 42.
The analysis of cases B and C is contingent upon the
highest attainable speed for which the exact directions
are given under which the speed limitation of normal air-
planes by control. pressure is noteworthy, thus voiding
the contradictions contained in the old B caso with stand-
ardized lift coeffi’cie~t
c%=.0”3”
,
N .A.C.&. ,TechnicaI Memo rtind.urn,No,i ,718 15 ,
.Hightir stresses than those given within ranges c and
B (see fig. 42) are n.6t possible, at least with airplanes
without. Speed’ Ii.mitatioq (divts with terminal “vGlocity” per-
missible) . It is more doubtful for airplanes without
speed limitation (curve o, fig. 42) as to whether the per-
missible speed can always be maizitained and whether the
factor of safety against maximum possi’blo stress remains
>,2*
,’,
The greater expectancy of stresses within this range
makes it necessary to figure. with a strength lower than
the tearing strength’, i.e. , to roughly div5.de the tearing
strength by a faotor of safety.
Higher stresses are always possible in ranges. S to A
when the permissible control is exceeded. And no pilot
can guarantee to keep within a stated control force, espe-
cially not in a moment of danger. To this zo~e 3-A the
concept of safety conventional in strv.ctnral statics
against highest possible stresses also cnnnot be applied,
for if applied, it would lead to such h.i~h break ilig-load
factors tha,t an economical airplane desi~n would become
impossible. Since the loading condition A, is the pri-
mary consideration for the strength of the wing-truss
structure and the least safety car. ‘oe guaranteed for it
in the usual sense of the word, the disiilclination hereto-
fore in airplane design against t-he factor of safety, vi-ill.
be readily understood.
A noteworthy feature is the demand to investigate
gust stresses in cruising flight, as earlier advocatod by
Breguet. Despito the fact that the dominating effect of
speed on the stress of airplanes was duly recognized agatn,
one still could not ma,ke up his mind. to give up the con-
stant load factors, so expedient for static analysis.
9. Italian Loading Conditions
In his attempt at mech.anica,lly siniilar interpretation
,.
of the French formula
,.,, . . .
,...
,.,. . .,’
.
nA = = “0.007 km,k“~ (0,036 vh)s
N PC Cwh
—
—.– —. . .
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for t,he,load factor of case A, ‘Rota (reference 66) invest i-
gate~,~,he relationship betwtien wingweight, total weight
‘of airpltige; wing area, engine power, and spead for a
numb6”r “of airplanes. To be surti, the’results obtatn~d
‘were not” unifoim because the discrepancies between the
oxistin:g t~es are even “outwardly too glaring.
.
,.””
The Italian specifications for breaking-strength tests
(reference 67) as published, in bulletin no. 13, are much
like th~ French Regulations of 1923. But the load factor
is not given according to formtil”abut graded according to
f~i~ht speed and gross weight of airplane.
In case A the resultant of the air loads is at one
~hir’d of “the wing chord ‘and porpdhdicular to tlieplane of
the wing. The breaking-load factors na are tabulated in
Table XXXII. Italian Load Factors, 1923
- -—~
Vh” .(km/h)
‘ioo
125
,150
175
200
225
250
275
300
————
< 0.75
.— ~.”t ——
li2(t2 2 ‘i“2t061”6’
6
“?
8“
.9
10
11
12
1205
13
“o.75”to 1.2
6
6@5
7.5,
8.5
9’
10
10,5
11
12
6
‘6:5
?.’5
~.
8;5
9
. 9.5”
10
6’”
:.6
“G.5’
“7””
7.5
8
8s5
9
6
6
‘6
6s5
6,5
7
_._._-l I
(km/h X .62137 = mi. /hr.)
nal = 1.15 na for acrobatic airplanes;
IIa” = O*9O Ila ‘1 military t~,,
In case B the inclination of the resultant against
the chord is 9 na:4 nb. Iil case C, the yings are 6tres,sed
by their own drag. The load factor in cases C and 3 is
nb = nc = 4.5 for airplanes with identical or similar
front and rear spars, and = ~.O for all others. For in-
verted flight the ulttmate load factor is ordinarily nd 1
= 2 and for landing ndll - 9, wherein the most unfav-
orable case shall be decisive.
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.These regulat,i.ons ivera revised in 1’324 (reference 58).
~he’’load factors na’ for Iaige’””a,ir”planeswere lowered
considerably. (See table XXXIII. )
Table XXXIII. Italian. Load I’qctors, 1924”
—....— .-—-. ...—.. ----—.—.. .—...-
Vh (km/h)
-- —
500 to 400
400 II 3(-JO
300 “ 250
250 II200
2@fi II150
150 II 50
0.5 to 1
15
13
11
9.5
8
Gas
lto2
13.5
.11.5
10
9
7*5
6
G (t)
~-
2t~3 3 to 4.5
---—.. — .-——
12 10.5.
1.0.5 9
9 8
8 7
6.5 .
s)Q5 :
4.5.to 6
-.-a- .-...-—
9
8
7
6
5
4
——- —-.—..-
The loading conditions for wing strength shall. be
proved by analysis or load test for
a) pull -out from a vertical dive, 3reaking-load fac-
tor na;
b) additive torsion by aileron displacement, speed
as in case a (o~lly for moiloplanes and specially
designed multiplanes);
c) vertical dive with terminal velocity;
d) inverted flight and landing.
The load factor in case a for wing elasticity tests
is
na >
“n + --- = 2.5.3
To allow for unsymiaetrical stresses, the breakirig-load. fac-
tor on one half of the wing shall be assumed as reduced by
1.
The load distribution over the span is proportional
to the wing chord, but the wing tip at distance t/4 Sh:..l.1
be assumed as unloaded. The ribs shall bo investigated, for
w. triangular load distrib-~tion, onto wit-n the maximum over
the leading edge of tho wing, then at one fourth-of tho
wing chord.
The upward and downward loading of the horizontal tail
surfaces shall he assumed equal to the ultimate wing load
na P. The up-load shall he in combination with three times
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the force produced by the static mo”ment”equilibrium (c.p~
at one third wing chord) . The loading.of the vertical tail
P nasurfaces is
T’
that of ailerons 250 kg/m2 (51~20 lbO/
sq.ft@), and shall always be uni:~ormly distributed over the
fixed and movable surfaces- The dynamic load factors for
the landing gear are given in the following table.
Table XXXIV. Dynamic Load Factors of Landifig Gear
Elasticity test Ultimate load
flying flying
day night day _night
..—.— 1.-—
Normal wheel landing 3, 3.5 .5 6
Oblique landing, a = 27° 2 2.5 3 4
In 1931 there appeared a draft by the Technical Con-
mittee for the Royal Italian Army and Navy, which was pat-
terned after the CINA regulations, while introducing the
factor of safety 2 of the German loading conditions.
Table XXXVL Italian ‘tSafe Load Factorstl *S, .1931
.——
Gross wt~ airplanes (t) <1 1‘= ‘2 to 3 3-To?
Stress category N
(normal) 3.5 S*3 3.1 2e9
Stress category S
(special) 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2
Stress category A
(acrobatic) 5.5 5.1 ‘4.7 4.3
Wings and Cellule
4t051>5
1
2.7 2.5
2.1 ‘2.0
I
x_lx-
1. Flight with maximum lift coefficient. llSafdlload
factor
‘as in accordance with table XXXV. In
strength tests this load is the test load, where-
as for wood designs, it is 0S8 nas..
2. Horizontal flight at maximum speed. llSafellload
factor
‘b S = 0.’75 nas.
3. Flight at zero lift, The turning moment M, to
be absorb,.ed by the horizontal tail surfaces, is
applied at the wings. It shall be
9
..
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0.5 Gt<M~ o02 ~a,~ Gt c 0.75 Gt (53)
. 4: Flight w-i”th”n6g3.HvZYIYf “t‘correspon.d.ingto in-.
verted flight ,or flight “in ‘bumpy “air (at maximum
horizontal speed) ; safe load factor nds .= 0.5
na~.
!,.
5. Rough landing. IIsafellload factor.
e= 3“ for category N,
e == 2.5 “ II s,
e = 4.5 II II A.
To allow for unsymmetrical stresses, thti lIsafellload
factors
‘as and ‘b S shall be reduced on one side of
the wing by 0.5 for category N and S, and %Y 1.0 for cate-
gory A. If no wind-tunnel data are available, the distri-
bution as given in figure 43 shall be applied. The unit
(breaking) load of the vertical tail s~zrfaces shall bo
(54)
and
10G < p = 0.04 vh2 < 300 (55)
.F
.or the ailerons.
The following I!safellCoiltrol forces s~lall he ass~med:
50 -kg at stick vertical to axis,
25 II each at rim of wheel tangential,
5Q II on each rudder bar,
75 11 on both rudder bars.
By dual control 75 percent of the separate forces
shall be assnrned.
Landing Gear
The energy absorption of the S}iock absorber shall cor-
respond to the height Of drop
,’..
‘().3”< he&:~ lo-4<00~ -.
F
(55)
w-hereby the shock-absorber leg shall not be compressed ex-
ceeding 0.75 h.. 1
I
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1“
. . . . .. . .. . .,, ,.,
a) Landing with center of gravity perpendicular above
the wheel axle. The inclination of the wing
,.
chord forward toward the horizon” shall not ex-
ceed 10°. Ilsafel!dynamic load factor 2.5.
,.,:. ,,
b) Landing in.horizontal flight atti<tude. The’ result-
> ant passes through the wheel tile and the center
of gravity. Ilsafelldynamic load factor 2.5.
c) Three-point landing, llsaf~~ldynamic load factor
‘.
2.5,
d) One wheel }landing in horizontal flight attitudoo
The transverse axis slopes at 15 0 toward the ho-
rizon~ llSafel:dynamic load factor 1.5.”
. 10. Dutch Loading Conditions
The Dutch specifications for airplanes of May,28, 1924,
followed the English very closely. Classed I and II, as
well as load cases a to c are, in fact, identical with them.
Each part of the airplane shall be so designed that
it neitiler breaks nor becomes excessively distorted nor
elastically deformed. For analyzing the different struc-
tural components the airplane shall %e assum?d to be im-
pressed by the following loads without other outside forcest
1. Wings. The following load cases shall be analyzed
whose load distribution, multiplied by the load
factor in table XXXVI, corresponds to the air
loads of these casess
a) flight with extreme forward position of the
upward resultant of the air load;
b) flight with maximum speed ~h at ground level;
c) dive with terminal velocity. The drag of the
nonrotating propeller may be included. ~11 t
the diving speed shall not be assumed greater
than correspo~cls to the control force for the
tail surface loa,ding cited below.
All controls are in neutral.d) inverted flight.
,.,,.
.
~,
/
!
I,j
/;
!’
1
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Load. Factors, 1924
Weight Class I
“(t) <2.3’ I 405 .1
Class II”
2 “1”3.’5 & i:”35 t 2$ 4*5
,-
.—
T- “Case a 5II b 4II 1.25 :,: - p;~c
1-
1.5
II d 3 3
—.— . —... ..—.—
l In addition, the wings shall be designed to withstand
loads which are transmitted to them from other parts of the
airplane. The airplane shall still be able to fly and re-
main steerable after failure of one wing fitting.
2. Tail surfaces. Ti].eloading of tho fixed surfaces
shall be uniform, that of the movable surfaces
tapering to zero at the trailing edge. The maxi-
mum pressure oil the fixed surfaces and the lead-
ing edge of the movable surfaces is
(57)
3. The landing gear shall withstand the following load
cases without aerodynamic forces:
a) landing on both wheels, thrust line horizon-
tal;
h) three-point landing.- stress with at least 4
times the gravitational forces;
c) landing on one wheel, side load P = G*
In load cases a and b, a.1.15 times safety factor
against energy of striking shall be proved, which occurs by
the absorption of the sinking energy through the landing-
gear shock absorber. The rate of sinking is:
w = 0.9 -1-0.09 q (58)
. .’ ...-. . ,.. ,.
4. The fuselage shall be designed to withstand the
air loads on the wings and control surfaces as
well as 1.1 times the forces cited under 3.
-.
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Subsequently; “Holland”became affiliated” with the CINA
“an”d”arnendedit’s loading conditions, ““in-some‘respects; ““
,.:
..
.{In the ta~ul.a.tion bf the breaking-,load”factors of tarn
bie XXXVII, it:was assumed that the maximum load in flight
does not, excesd 50 percent of the breaking load, except by
the: fastest and most maneuverable airplanes.
Weight
t.. ~~ ., ‘~. ~~
Class I Class II
(t) ‘s 1 >5 ,$1’ 25
—..— .-—. --——.-—.. .. .—
Case a ‘ ,,5 ,4 ;:8. 6
,11,.~ : 4 3.25”. ,’‘ 6,: .,5
II c- 1.5 1.5”
II d .’ 4“. 3
.-——
Class 1, -intended forcommercial air,craft, provides
no case c or d. But then.case .b shall bo analyzed for
that resultant of the air loads which exists at 1.3 ttmes
tho maximum .horizontal spee’d.
In case d the air load is. applied at..the s,ame point
but inversely from that for case a. “The’ma,ximum pressure
on the control surfaces is
vh2
P
‘z”
0.67 qh > 75 kg/m2 (59)
The tail load is,,.like in the U.S.. specifications, danger-
ously 10W.
On December 6, 1928: the Rijksstudiedienst voor de
Luchtvaart (Royal Institute for Aeronautical Research) is-
sued n,ew Technical Requirements for Airworthiness (.refer.-
ence 69).
Proof of sufficient strength for “divers attitudes in
flight and on “the ground shall he. adduced. For these at-
titudes loads are assumed which are termed possible (llpos-
sihle loadingll,), and which are arrived at by multiplying
llnor~al loading”. i’n.thp pertinent attit:~de by a load fac-
tor. :.*.“ ‘
,
,..
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Iii To insure sufficient safety, the structure shall bedesigned to wit.hstand.,the.des$,g.nload,, whi.c,h.,.isfound from&
1}
L.
......
the llpossiblell loading by multiplication with a factor of
1
\ Safety S. This factor of safety j-s the product of sever-),
[
al other factors (subfactors).
,,j). The first subfactor, 1.5, for normal cases, gives a
safety with respect to erro,rs in’ analysis, load distribu-1“ tion, wear, etc.
The amount of the other subfactors depends upon the
importance of the particular part, on the fact as to wheth-
er the material or the load schedule is such that, after
exceeding the permissible stress, the particular part breaks
immediately or that a greater distortion precedes the fail-
ure (more brittle compared to plial)le material, buckling
versus tension f.a.ilure, etc.), and on the test possibility
of the part, when the airplane is in service condition.
Besides, these subfactors give a ~~~railtjr against uncer-
tainties in load distribution and stress analysis.
For principal parts such a.s wings, fuselage, and land-
ing gear, the total factor of safety S, as sum of these
subfactors, shall ordinarily not be less than 1*8 for cases
in which it can be ass-creedtfi.atthe structure does not fail
even after exceeding the permissible loading, whereas for
column load and for less pliable materials the total factor
shall not be less than 2.0.
The size of the subfactors which together form the
factor of safety S, shall be proposed by the applicant
and, after discussion with him, determined.
The material stress produced as result” of the design
loading shall not exceed the permissible stress established
for each material. Tnis permissible stress of the material
is that mean stress at which no great “distortion occurs
after unloading. As a general rule, the permissible stress
of materials having a distinct :~icld 1~.nit shall lie at
i* that very limit. For material parvs c.xposed to vibrations
or shock, the llsafoffstress against this kind of loading
shall be considered the permissible stress.
,@
s
>-
)1 Tho loading conditions for airplanes are://
~
a) Tho airplane flies at a yositive angle of attack
such that &he e.g. is iil extreme forward position;
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b) Maximum horizontal speed Vh at ground level;
..-.
c) Gliding flight, with the speed equal to k times
the speed in case b, The speed factor k is
given in table XXXVIIIi
The gliding speed used in the analysis shall.”be stat-
ed in the airworthiness certificate, thus making it abso-
lutely clear that this speed may not be exceeded without
danger and must also be shown in the airplane for tile in-
formation-of tho pilot.
“d) Inverted flight. The e.g. position as in case a,
but in tho opposito direction.
,..
For analyzing the strength of the attachment of the
wings with the fuselage and the forces which they exert
on,the fuselage, the following assumptions shall”be made:
,,.
1. The airplane is fixed at the wings and subjected
to a combination of loads consisting of 0.67 of
the loads of case a or b, with 0.50 of the mo-
ment which the prescribed force exerts upon the
\ vertical tail surfaces about the center of grav-
ity.
20 The airplane is fixed at the fuselage and 0.67” of’
cases a and b loading ,is applied with
I. A rolling moment from loading one wing-half
with a lift of 005 of the total weight of
the airplane;
II. A torque ‘by twice the maximum propeller
thrust from the propellers located on one
side; outside of the median plane of the
aircraft.
For extremely maneuverable and speedy airplanes, high-
er load factors n than ~iven in table XXXVII1 can le.
asked.
I
.—
1
..... ...///j
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r,;i Table XXXVIII. Dutch Load Factors’, 1928
i..
.—
i “-“case” -r7iass.r d---
ii
HTT
—— ... —
1; Possible load
‘);. factor n 2.5 1.9 1.0 0.5
!.
. . .
Design ultimate
load factor 5 3.8 2 1
Speed factor kl-l- 1*3 -
25
Class II
a bc
-i]
.— .— —
3.?5 2.75 1.0
7.5 5..5 2
1,.5
d
-—.
2.0
4
These loadings shall, as much as possible, be distrib-
uted acaording to the aerodynamic properties. Torsional
and flexu”ral stiffness shall also be taken “into account
in the dimensional analysis.
Horizontal and vertical tail surfaces shall be de-
signed to withstand the mean unit loading
(60)
whereby k = 32 for commercial airplanes, k = 32 to 48
for other airplanes with v =
9
50 to 100 m/s, and S = 2
to 2.2 as the factor of ~sa ety.
The horizontal surfaces shall be designed to with-
stand the maximum horizontal moments in cases a, b, c,
and d.
The pressure distribution shall be assumed triangu-
lar a.ad rectangular, tapering to one thi.rd,over the ele-
vator. , Balancing surfaces must be strong enough to carry
twice the pressure of the other surfaces.
The landing gear shall be analyzed for
1. wheel landing, thrust line horizontal, resultant
through the center of gravity;
~.
,~=m 2. three-point landlngwith vertical reactions, which
~’ shall be at least twice the static load;
3. wheel landing with 0.37 of the vertical component
obtained under 1, and 1:4 side load.
. . . ..
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.,
The ener~y.,ab.sorption of the ‘shock absorb’e.r shall,.
with 1.”1 times safety, suffice for the same rate of sink-
ing as in 1924.
For analyzing the fuselage from the control surface
loading it shall be assumed that the: fuselage is solidly
suspended from the wing fittings and subjected to the
greatest possible loading on the horizontal tail surface
and to 0.33 of tko load on the vertical tail surfacoso
The minimum factor of safety for the fuselage analy-
sis skall be S = 1~8 to 2, and “S = 2,5 for the engine
n~,celles. Foi” fuselage ,with engine built in, a minimum
s =,2.5. may be required “for the engine bearers-
,..>
These loading conditions constitute a valuable con-
tribution to the safety probl’em. The rule specifying
that the yield limit shall not be materially exceed,ed even
by breaki~ig load, is especially noteworthy. Loads up to
near the breaking loads can be readily sustained by such
designed parts without affording appreciable distortion
or internal injury. This quality, which is attainable
for tension members hy a slight increase in weight, may
be considered as a well-worth-while aim of light-structure
design.
Tile design schedule for fuselages may seem slightly
amusing, but it may coaform in simple fashion to experi-
ence.
11. Russian Loading Conditions
The re~lations established by the Central Aerohydro-
dynamic Institute of Moscow, and patterned after the Ger-
man regulations (reference 70), went into effect August 1,
192?,
The stresses in flight (safe loads) shall be analyzed
experimentally or theoretically. The stipulation-for the
stress analysis is simply the product: ultimate load fac-
tor = safe load fa~tor times factor of safety. The fol-
lowing cases shall be ‘analyzed (ultimate load fac~ors are
given in” tab~.e XlIXIX). The load case’s for the wings are:
‘ Case A: bj? maximum lift coefficient, resultant in-
clined at 98° to’ the wing chord;
. ..—
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Caso 3: exactly as that of the BLV, 1916;
.y>. II C: dive with terainal velocity. Torsion moment
I and. frontal resists.nco on the wing shall be
~ analyzed according to wind-tunnel data.[, Theformula for propeller drag in diving is;.
(61.)
~s 0.9The propeller pitch 0.5S shall be measured by
0.7 outside radius.
Case D: exactly as in the 3LV, 1916;
H E: wing stress by landing impact. (See farther
on..)
The wing ri?)s shall be investi,%ated for the load dis-
tribution given in table XLI’J.
The load distribution across the syan is given for
six conventional wing sections. The wing loading tapers
at the tips from 0.5 or 1.0 mean wing chord to “half.
The ailerons shall be designed for a mean ultimate
load Of p = 0.:0525 Vha 2 125 kg/m20 The loading forward
of tie axis of rqtation is uniformly distributed with line-
ar drop to one third along the chord.. The horizoi~tal
tail surfaces shall be analyzed for the stresses in case
C wit:h a load factor
‘CH higher than that of the wir.,gs~
They shall also be strong enough to withstand the ultimate
load
P = 0.196 FE V~2 (62)
The same applies to the vertical tail surfaces, except
that the coefficient is
‘Cs instead of 0.196. (See ia-
ble XXXIX,.page 29.)
The” landlng-gear analysis shall include:
three-point landing, 2 -j-O*18 vi >6
-. . - ,.—
side load on both wheels, 0.036 Vz > 0.8
shock from front ~;arallel
to thrust line, 4
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Conformably, float supports sha].1 be analyzed with
the dynamic load fa,~tors:
3 + 0.18 VI > 7,, stern and bow impact
.
-1”+ 0.18 tit > 3, side load (inclination 1:4)
. .
4, shock from front, parallel to
thrust ,line.
The fuselage shall be designed to withstand the
stress,es ,in flight and landing; in case A with increased
safety (ultimate load factor naR) . A lateral ultimate
load applied at the nose of.the. fuselage of from z tO 4
tiines the weight of the forward part of the fuselage, is
demanded.
12. Tendencies toward. Uniform and Represerltative
Formulation of Strength Specifications for AirPlam~s
This survey has revealed a confusing abundance of reg-
ulations which an airplane must conply with in order to re-
ceive official approval.
The underlyiilg principle of these specifications - the
load factor - reaches back to the beginning of flying.
Originally this term defined or~ly the strength of existing
airplanes. During the course of development, especially
from experience on a great number of airplanes of the same
kind during tilewar, the load factor was ~iven a reality
purport which did not stand. the test of subsequent experi-
ence to the extent anticipated. To illustrate: For all
commercial airplanes of the same weight, or for all traini-
ng airplanes, one definite load factor was thought suf-
ficient to avoid failures in flight. This statement needs
~0 be qualified, however; that is, in such airplanes only
the probability of failure may be SEML1l. To make this as-
sertion with a positiveness that would be equivalent to an
absolute truth is unsubstantiated because the experiences
whi’ch finally led to specifying the defiilite loRd factor,
were themselves confined to only a limited number of air-
planes within a limited span of time,” and for that reason
are simply utteran~es of probability,
!a —.___
--=====4!!!!
Taule X.XXIX.Russian Load Factors, 1’327
,
Commercial
I
+
Weight “<2.5
G (t)
Case A 5.5
C?.S133 4
Case C 1.25
Case D -
2.5-5
5.5-5
+3.5
1.25
7.5-7
1.4
0.N6
(t X220+.62 = lb.)
..
Airpi2nes I
I
5-1o :>10 Bomber Tor-
Ipedo,
d ““
I
5-4 4 51 6
3.5-3 3 3.25 1 4
I
1.25 -
~“a~~ 1“4
2
7-5 6 7 8
1.35 - 1.3 1.5
0.196 0“.196 0.196 0.245
1
MilitaryAir?lanes
Water, ILend,
Lobser- 03ser-vation vationtrain- train-m ir-
? 8
4.5 5
2.5 3
qlo
1.7 1.9
Fater,
two-
seat
9
5.5
1.75
3.25
11
2.0
0.294
~
, Wster, Land,
two- single single
seat seet
I
seat ‘
I
1
710
6 6.5 7,,
,,
1.8 1.9 2.0,
i
5.5 3.75 4.0,
12 I
13 ~. 14”
2.1 2.15 \ 2.25
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Indisputably tho strossos of an airplano aro physio-
logically an”d psychologically profoundly ‘influenced by tho
pilot of the airplane. Ilocauso this ”rolationship is diffi-
cult to express in figures, it was similarly concluded
that the other physical influences on the stress which oc-
cur regardless of tho pilot, did not have to be investi-
gated any moro C1OSO1Y, with the result that the wilolo cx-
pcrionce was summed up in figures - the ultimate load fac-
tors - which wore graded to conform to tho different pur-
poses of Use. The advantage of simple specifications was
thereby obtained at the prico of lack in adaptability to
the technical advances made in airplane design. The load-
ing conditions in consequence had to be amondod periodic-
ally, whereby profound sagqci$y was used to cast the spec-
ifications into moro or 10ss porfoct yt3t simplo form. One
main purpose of this report was to presorvo tho many val-
uablo recommendations ad sug.gostions in this respect
hitherto proffered.
When applying the specified load. factors to new, more
powerful airplane types, a number of failures occurred
which no longer could be reconciled with the collected ex-
periences, and made tightening up of the regulations im-
perative. A$ the same time these accidents raised the
question of the underlying principles of the strength
specifications as a whole, because of the danger of rep-
etition involved, unless the physical cause of the stress
is analyzed.
Tno loading conditions of the various countries show,
e..ve:nto-day, a wide divergence from one another, a case
in point being the ultimate load factor in case A, illus-
trated in figure 45. Owing to its international aspect,
standardized design requiromonts, valid for a considera-
ble period of ti.mo, are urgently noedod. This dosire like-
wise found expression during the First International Safe-
ty Congress, in Paris, December 1930.
During its session there, the Committee on Airplane
Structures recommended, with due regard to the aims of tile
CINA, to increase the safety on the international air
lines by greater structural strength of the airplanes and
deplored the absence of uniform design specifications in
the different countries. Co~Ploto unification of theso
specifications should be aimed at
—.N.A9C, A. Technical Memorandum No. 71.8
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II 1. ,in the methods for the. determination of
) imum force.q which affect the iildivid.ual
..
—...-. the ,a.i.rplana.-..~tructure;
i
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the max-
parts of
~; 2. in the load factors for thb different flight ,cases .
& and their application to tune different parts of/ the airplane;1I.,,
I
3. in the.methods used for determining the inside
loads set up .by,the cited outside loads;
4. in.the”assumed practical values for the mechanical
property of tho structural materi&ls (ultimate
strength, apparent and” proportional elastic lim-
its, fatigue strength);
50 in the factors of safety, i.e., the relation be-
tween the actual breaking ~trength of a member and
the maximum possible stress which this structural
component has to absorb.
At the same time, the Commission for Organization and
Statistics recommended that
1. every country should publish official accident re-
ports for civil aircraft and to spec”ld.lystress
the ILUCh smaller risk in commercial aviation (r6f-
erence ‘71);
2. accident statistics he standardized, since the
progress in aviation demanfis the systematic study
of accideats as an essential ,basis.
This worthy aim of unification of strength specifica-
tions a~~pears, however, according to all provi,ous,expcri-
encos, “to 10 attziinablc only when the w~iltiplicity of aero-
nautical problomc arc refiretr.kcrkinto .-~ccountth,an k.ithcr-
to, and- -wIlonthos’~ Tro”plems (stress ~analyscs) are carried.
out on a large scalo along internatiorially agr,eed linose
Tile existing specifications for airplanes r.oliove tho
designer of an e~sexlti+ll share of ~lis respo:~sibility and
.= gflve him a.not.-.always causative feeling of safety.
The ideal state in airplaiie desip - realizable,, ;per-
haps, in the remote futnre - is conFleLe freedom and re-
sponsibility of the ilesi~ner for the choice of sufficient
stren”gth. But this state presupposes a very reliable and
wid.ely:d”iffused knowledge’of stresses and A certain inter-
ruption to technical d.evelopaent. At present we are far
from that stage. There is soae justifictitioil in calliilg
present-day air transportation experimental operation.
.
So long as these presumptions are not fulfilled, it
would hardly be wise to discard minimum requirements for
the strength of airplanes. But those requirements should
be so formulated as to vest as much responsibility as “pos-
sible iil the designer rather than to tie Y.im down to spe-
cific load c~ses. Yrom the technical.point of view, it
would .nccessztate bringing the physical process of the
str”css closer to the designer, by, suitably .formulated regu-
lations and by supplying him with research data regardiil~;
the anticipated expectancy of the stresses. This woulc~
enable the designer to analyze the s“tresses of the air:plane
himself from certain prescribed initi~.1 conditions and iil
that way to take into account the more or less propitious
characteristics of his design project’. Ostensibly, this/s0
method. is/ superior, to that of the orthodox schematic coef-
ficieilts that the increased peuper work involved is of no
consequence.
When, at present, it takes about: 200 working hours to
merely analyze the stresses of the control surfaces, the
labor of 50 hours more for computiilg the outside loads
acting on the control surfaces is not pr.ohihitive, beta-,lse
the 200-hour static calculation is ilot made for its own
sake but rather to assume a sw.bstantially sa,fe knowledge
of the outside loads, To illustrate: If approximation
methods with the least total error were used for the stress
and the aerodynamic analysis, one might perhaps become of
the opinion that it takes 200 hours to calculate the out-
side loads, inclusive of a test in the wind tunnel, and
but 50 hours for the stress analysis by approximation meth-
ods This illustration is typical of many other cases.
The accuracy of the stress analysis in aj.rplane design to-
day is still in marked disagreement with the accuracy of
our knowledge on air loads. And since this knowle~~e c~,n-
not be increased at once, but only in slow sta~;es by wea-
risome experimental work, a lesser degree of accuracy in
static analysis may be permitted for the present if there-
by the designer is relieved for the more exact investiga-
tion of the outside loads. Should ti~.edesigner be averse
to undertaking comprehensive investigations into the out-
side forcei’ and malting detailed stress, analyses - perhaps be-
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cau.flethe smallness of the econo,mi,c object prohibits this -
S- ~~ a&c~o~q~,n”sed,stress”analysis wi,th loadin’~’con”ditiohs sim-
plif,ie~. toward the’.safe siide,’+!ight.“be l.?~rn~-~Sibl,o.
,.”
,. ~nq.ues~’io.na~ly“t~er~’will be much” opposition at first
on t%e. p,art,o’f Aiirplane huildors.,, against any change in,
,dksign @ractice, but,.the cilange i’s,nb”cesiary wfid’will have
:to,‘corn@,sooger”‘“or,”la.ti”i.
...,,. .,..
. ..
tihen d’i’sc~lssig~g”“..t’hecause~s of accidents, which really
, h“avb suppl ted ,up t“o”now the “chief reason for” changing the
strength speci:~icat”ions,.tlie”designer is,,woi~t”’fo”aschibe
,tho fault to the pi~ot, .ur.le.s”,splain mat tirial or manufac-
turing defect’s have bce,n proved,, ‘and to stress “the fact
that no designer could design a ‘foolproof” airplane; ‘t@t
flying is, and always will bo a“dan”gbrous ‘profession”, an(!
is against any an(l all tightening ‘up of”“specific atfo”ns
whi ch would lowe’r the; tseful load .“ This stand is justified
to a,certain extent. ‘A careful and skilled pilot can fly
even “aless strong Airplane ‘in saf~”ty, ~rovi”ded ‘he ve.r’y
scrupulously refrains from, his”~ s-pe’edt$l”yin(: throtidh
clouds, flight at ,1OW altitude, rapid control maneuvers,
etco One weit;hty argument on the par”t of “the desijner
quite often is tho assertion that tinexperienced ‘“pilothas
the right “feel for ““acceleration and ““thatthe ‘tradition of
artistic flying itself prohibits the exceeding of cdrtain
elevator-displacement s:peeds and’ accelerations. ““
.
But the falla:cy thereof .is p’rov”edby ‘the ‘accident s“
which do. happen to ‘v”eryex’periericed flyers; and “in whicli
the airpl an .f ying without us”eful load must have “reached
~h
abnormally/ l~~elerat ions at failure which exceeded ‘t-tieusu-
al amount many times. It is therefore not advisable to
depend on “idaal pilot qualities. ,-.:-
.....;
Should ~t be undesirable to increase” the”’liazards”’of
air transportation, especiall~ tiith novi types of” siir@anos,
it will then be necessary to assume very unfatiorable~ ~IJ~Iys-
ically possible interactions of tho “pi~ot”:on ,tlie,;”fioiitrcil
system within a certai’n speed range with which- W6. Piibt
is familiar and to include t~le;~in the =naiis Ss. . “’””:: ~
. . . -,... ,.
1>
Lastly-, as far as. the. maiti worry of the airplane’ dO-
signer
.-..P& load and speed ~ “i”sconcerned it should bb
rememb’ere”d th-at this recornti”e:ndedck.ange in!’de~ign practice
does not” ~e”cessarily imply ‘a.-~reater desigti““weight“of %he
.,..
airplane O .,”!: ‘.{’.:.‘. ..’,.
.:.’
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The very fact that for each dosisn the outside loads
must be determined coaforrnaily’ to the”prescrihe’d initial
conditions, offers new possi bilitios i~iwei:~ht saving by
appropriate outer forins of the a.irplano and in olirninating
indiscriminate, superfluous material accumulations in tho
airplane. These possibilities, however, should only be
attempted in connection with the problem of flight quali-
ties. It would be erroneous to sacrifice good flight qual-
ities in order to insure low stresses. Hiqhly Ioade!i air-
planes in particular, -promise consider’abl.e saving in weight
in this respect, without increasing the probability of ac-
ciclent. How much actually is attainable in this way h~.s
teen proved by the record flights with over],oaded airplanes
which in payt were made with extremely low ul’timate load
factor without incurring wing failure. A schematic .appli-
cation of these load factors in continuous service, on tho
other hand, may lead to fatigue failures. !i!fi.usit is seen
that the t~y-peof the produced stresses and the stress pro-
cedurci must be first analyzed in detail, het’ore proceeding
to the stress analysis.
The service life of a modern airplane is still quite
s]?.ortas cotipa.red to other vehicles- The number cf load-
ings and unloading of the wing is comparatively small,
the load changes in flight are, in so far as frequency is
concerned, of such low rna,gnitude as to havo onlj~ rarely
induced fatigue fallur”e. !!ho same applies to control sur-
faces. The necessary resolution of airplane design into
thin-walled components, postulates low specific ‘mater~.al
wear and less stress and fa,tig-~efailures than stability
failuresi
For the present at least, most severe failures in ,vi-
tally inrporta,nt parts of an airplane, such zis wings and
control surfaces, are unquestio~i;.bly caused by one-time’
effective, particularly great, outside” loads. Aside from
that, there are, of courso, a greater number o: fatigue
failures on engine supports and on the body end and skid,
but which as a rule are not serious. In those parts the
number of stress revers~.ls due to tlie inertia resistar:ce
of the gearing or shocks wh-en dra.g~ing over rough ground,
attains to the order of magnitude of 10G after a short time
and thus may induce fatigue failure. As a rule, the num-
ber of fatigue failures iil Geileral machine construction, as
well as in airplane engines, is admittedly greater than
all other types of failure (reference 72).
As concerns increase in the average life of an air-
/+
/~ ‘;
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I plane, the designer must be given data regarding the expec-
tancy of rare, but extremely high stresses as well as aboutk.
‘tire”antitcipa-tod expect.an.cy of ~11- low stresses which may
occur in servicoo
These last-cited data will under certain circumstances
serve less for the dimensioning of “airp”lane parts than for
computing ths life span which the airplane can probably
reach without fatigue failure. For it may be far more
.econo’mical to replace an airplane after ‘a st,atod”period of
service by a new one than to drag along the additional ma-
tnrial quantities necessary to avoid fati~-o failuro as
dead weight during the entiro service per”iod, in the face
of an expectancy of perhaps 068 that the airplane’ becomes
obsolescent or is.lost through some cause or ot”her before
completing its service period.
Our knowledge on the expectancy of stresses in actual
service is as yet so meager that statistical data are
scarcely possible (reference 73) . Such data are not to
be ex--ected for so’me time, until the results of the sta-
tistical work now undertaken, have been completed. They
may be utilized in two ways.
First, it mill be possible to effect the testing of
airplane materials or bui].t-up components for fatia~ze
strength true to actuality, by permitting the amplitudes
to increase or decrease during the test under assumption
of’uniform distribution over the test period periodically
conformably to t-he expectancy curve measured in flight.
This may be accomplished by electromagnetic fatitie-
strength testing machines with grid-tu’oe control (refer-
ence 74) . This kind of fatiguo strangth has not been ex-
plored horetoforo; neither has there be,en much research
into fatigue strength j:n the.n.arrow”er s“ense by constant
amplitude in the range of smaller number of reversals of
the order of magnitude of 1,01 to 105, because it ‘has lit-
tle significance for general machine. design. But for air-
plane design, knowledge of this range in coil~ection with
tho expectancy curves recorded in free flight, will be
very valuable.
.
,. The more important practical rosul.t of the statistic-
al research will presumabl”y”’be that from theso e~e.ctancy
curves the probable erloectation of failuro in unit time is
~~~~mnble for a o~le-ti~~o :L$;~~earanceof extraordinarily high
outside loads by extl*apolation in direction of lesser ex-
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pectancy, “s’ayjconformably to Ga,usst error curve .an”dde-
termination o? the “section point with the, prevailing ulti -
mato strength. (See fig. 1.) BY SUCh investigations the
airplane crash data which up to now formed the basis of
the strength requirements, can be extended in a less sac-
rificing manner. Aside from that, the crash data should
be interpreted from careful inquiries of tho accident and
of the qualities of the ‘crashed airplane as far as possi-
ble, and tho statistical data should start with airplanes
of that very type after satisfactory strengthening of the
broken part, in order” to measure the expectancy of the
cal~se of failure or to determine the liuits of error of
the above-cited extrapolation. It is in this direction
that the D.V.L. is actually proceeding and by means of
wh ich, strength requirements true to reality will be gradu-
ally evolved..
The data on failures collected so far, are partly in-
corporated in the present strength requirements and give
even now some valuable hints for the future formulation
of strength requirements, of which the following is a brief
rosum-e.
Stresses in Flight
Our accident statistics prove that all airplanes
should be at least strong enough to withstand the stress
pr~duced by pull-out from maximum unaccelerated horizoiltal
fllght at ground level (fig. 46). This stress while ra,re
is.nevertheless not so improbable even with experienced
pilots as .to,merit no consideration
In sharp pull-out, normal force coefficients are tem-
porarily possible which far exceed the maximum normal
force coefficients recorded in a steady attitude, heca”lse
the separation of the unsteady flow as result of.lack of
time to form a dead air space does not occur except at
high angles of attack (reference 75),8 The height of the
normal force coefficient reached by pull-out is dependent
upon the strength of the pilot, the type and dimensions of
the horizontal tail surface, and the r~tarding effect of’
the” damping members parallel to the elevator. !I%e stresses
in small maneuverable airplanes are usually higher (refer-=
ence 76).
In ordor to allow for all these effects it” appears
I
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expedient to begin the investigation with a stick force of
,->,
a-b~u”t:--40kg (88.18 lb.), which corrospogds to two-handed.
continuo s pulling and pu-ihi~~%n’’th”e ‘controlcolumn (rof-
7eri3nce 41 . If automatic control systems” aro used, the
availablq maximum pressuro for manipulating $he servo pis-
ton could be used as basis for analyzing the initial
strt3ss (rr3ff3ronco‘77).
It is dxtromoly difficult to determine the stress of
slotted wings with automatic flap* Abnormally high normal
fo-rces aro possible which await determination by experi-
ment.
In small airplanes a 40 kg stick force may suffice to
put the elevator quickly hard over. But”in large airplanes
it would be quite difficult to analyze the elevator dis-
placements in that manner because the elevator moments are
markedly affected by small variations of the balance. Hero
is where statistical research must supply the information.
The physiological fact that tho type of control oper-
ation is decisive for the stresses, is not to be doniod in
spite of it.
As against cruising spood tho maximum horizontal speed
merits the p~ofcronce .as basis of the investigation bocauso
in most cases it forms the limit of the speed range witih
which the pilot is familiar and which can bo reliably es-
tablished, In special cases, whore a large powor resorvo
is used only for starting, climbing flight or for saving
the engine, the above cited roquirornent may be used when
the pilot guarantees to keep within the narrower speed lim-
it. But even in that case, the 1.2 times cruising speed
‘at the lowest will have to be used as basis because, the
failure happen’s only ‘by the coincidence of two, in them-
.selties,rare results, ,namely, -exceedin”g the usual cruising
speed and applying mor”e than the customary stick forcos
In heavily loaded airplanes, i.e., such as even %y full
horsepower can fly horizontally only with high-lift cocffi-
cicnt, the attainment of maximum normal forco coefficients
. . is more frequently to be expected, especially when the gust
stress is included, The ‘analysis of airplanes of that kind
should thereforo include the fatigue strength of the mate-
rial and the investigation of sharp pull-out can likewise
be extgnded to include higher speeds.
—. ——..— —.-.--....-—...-——.— -———
*For references 39 to 60, inclusive, see Part II (T.M. ITo.
‘717),
;, . . . . . .
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In the existing ‘streng:t~;requirements the stresses
at high spee’d in vertical glide and dive take up consid-
erable space. Thi?’is due in part to the cl~ssic two-spar
wing design”, mith””its low torsional stiffness, in which
high strength was required so as to insure sufficient
ri~idity in sorvico, and in part to tho marked center of
pressure travel of the old wing sections. At present a
large percentage of all airplanes - commercial airplanes
in particular - rarely, .if ever exceeds its maximum hori-
zontal speed, and then not very materially- Besides? these
airplanes often have, for structural reasons, very torsion-
resistant wings and wing sections with fixed center of
pressure. ‘lMir strength is therefore largely contingent
upon the pull-out from maximum horizontal flight and the
stresses produced in gusts.’ ‘A%ide from this, it is” &dvis-
able to limit the maximum gliding speed for all airplanes
to a push of about 40 kg on the control column insofar as
,the special purpose doos not call for protracted gliding
flights with a certain gliding angle. In small airplanes
the thus-characterized ”gliding sip.eodwill correspond to
tlie terminal dyn~mic pressure in diving, that is; tho mtix-
imumattainable dyn,amic pressure, whereas in ‘larger air-
planes the gliding speeds may be considerably lower, de-
penfl.ingoli the type of design.
When the special purpose of an airplane is other than
frequezit divitig or gliding at high speed and does not call
for special fatigue tests of the mat.orial, the airplane
can be designed so as to withstand tho maximum gliding
spood as WO1l as the subsoquont process of pull-out,
The”pull-out can be visualized as the p~lot releasing
the control and the airplane by virtue of its longitudinal
stability tending toward a ‘greater angle of attack. Here-
by, without appreciable change in flight speed, the ambit
of small angles of attack is -rapidly passed, during which
the normal forco grows proportionally to the angle of at-
tack. The “maximum”normal force finally acting on the wing,
de-pends on tile shape of the control surfaces and should at
least correspond to the lift coefficient 0.25 ca max (ref-
erence 7S). Within range of higher angles of attack’and
lower flight speed, a linear cour50 of the normal forcos up
to th,at of sharp pull-out from maximum horizontal fright
c~ilbe assumed for the time being~’ (See fig. 4’7.) Sim-
pler yet is the assumption of a constant normal force in
this angle of attack raqge (fig. 4? and the dottod line
in f,ig. 47), which should s~~fice fp,r wing sections with
little contor of prossui”~ travele A“recont suggestion
,.
—.—
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(re:fen.ence..84) yields load factors inversely proportional
to the gliding angle by an a~su-me-dcon=s)tan.t.total,drag.
Some elucidation on this still probelmat.ical angle of
attack range by statistical research is very much desired
for the future. For “special-purpose airplanes - for stunt
flying, ‘for instance - the assumption of sharp pull-out
must be extended to ‘include higho.r,gliding spcods also.
In the extreme case,the maximum gliding flight, dynamic
pressure alone would then be d’ecisive for the strength (in-
tersection”of dot-dash lines in.figi 47). ~ .
During rapid change from horizont~l flight to steep
glide, as well “as in certain other flight evolutions, the
normal force acts in-opposite direction on the wing, so
that such stresses should likewise bo investigated in train-
ing and acrobatic airplanes, the analysis again beginning
with the maximum horizontal speed and a push on tho control
stick. ~~~e wing stresses in invorso direction due to gusts
arc treated olsowhoro. In a controlled. roll the tail sur-
faces are subjcctod to considerable torsional stresses
about the longitudinal axis of tho airplane.
,’
Aside from these, the analysis of the stresses in
flight evolutions appears unnecessary, because they either
are smaller than the initial stresses or else the evolu-
tions, such as looping, consist of pull-out motions.
An exception is the rudder and the aileron control.
Here again one proceeds from the maximum horizontal speed
and with stated continuous stick forces, say about 70 kg
(154.32 lb. ) foot power for rudder control, and a stick
force” ofabout 10 kg (22.05 lb.), or a moment of about 15
kg” (33.07 lb.) for aileron control. The maximum tempora-
rily executable stick forces are substantially higher, and
run a’shigh as160 kg (S52.~41b.) for the elevator, 275
kg (606.27 lb.) for the rudder, about 45 kg (99.21 13.)
for the aileron, or 35 kg (77~15 lb.) as’ couple (reference
41) l But these moro than four-times-higher forces have to
sustain only the control surfaces - at the most, the mov-
able .sy,rfaces - because their effect is only intermittent*
,-” .... .
.. .,,,,. .,
The highest attainable rate of displacement for:al-1
controls and all control forces is about 2 m/s (6.56~t./
sec.). For small and medium-sized airplanes, it may be
assumed that the continuo-is control forces themselves are
sufficient to movo the controls hard over within 0.1 s.
‘“”-- 7
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This assumption facilitates the d.e~ermination of the stress
~q analysis (reference 78) or wind-tunnel experiment.
,..:.
Simplifications such as these toward the safe side
..
‘@rede+irable in limited nurnher for the design of small
airplanes, because in these many pieces must be made of
~liea+ier size anywqy; for various reasons, and the paper
woik’’i’ncidental” to.:’,qtressand strength analysis is usually’
nob just$fied””by,th6” little gain in useful load.
:...”,.”
Apart from tkiq arbitrarily produced stresses, those
induced by irregular atmospheric disturbances (gusts) must
also be analyzed, especially i,nsofar as it concerns com-
mercial Airplarie”s. The basis of the, analysis is again
t-he maximum horizontal speed at ground level.
The intensity of the stresses depends upon t.ho speed
of the unsteady air currents in direction, extent, and
type of transition into undisturbed atmosphere. The-se in-
fluences can .be mathematically segregated and in particu-
lar, it 5s possible to correlate t’he influence of the os-
cillation frequency ,of the wing with the stress intensity
(reference 79) . But the. interpretation of the flight meas-
urements as well as of the strength requirements postulates
first an idealization consisting of assumed wi~g rigid”ity
and simultaneous entry of both halves of the wzng into an
extensive, air current at right angles to the direction of
flight , whose velocity. over a very “small distance ri’ses
from zero to a constant value w.
This velocity is quite often w = 10 m/s (32.81 ft.;;
sec.); more seldom w = 13.to 15 m/s (42.65 to 49.21 ft./
sec.) in Central Europe, according to flight. tests and ac-
cident statistics. It is more dangerous, for small wings
amd tail surfaces because they are more quickly engulfed
wi”thin a dangerous zone than large surfa,ces. For the pres-
ent at leas,t, all airplanes should h? so designed as- to
withstand an ideal gust of w z 20 mis (65,6.2 ft. /secq),
for one time, and in spocial”cases” the wing r.esistanco
against fatigue failure should b.e investigated conformably
to the expectancy of the lower gust stresses determined
from flight tests. These figures are subject to climatic
conditions. The “exploration of. the expectancy curves ne-
cessitates: statistical resca~ch in different clirnat~c ::,,,
zontis,~ ““ ,.-..
“ The problem”ol? partial superposition .of”gust stress:...
,.
..
I
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a“~d’iritention~i’ slirti”ssmus~ for: the time, ~bing~be defbr”red,
in ‘sQft’eof its importance. ‘When, later on, individual ex-
pectancy curves for both $YPO’S.of strq’sses a~e-available,
ih&i. t~le’height “of the .prob&bl@ superpositions cap be, ps-
.,. . .:
tln.iated. ‘ .’j“;, “,.: ,,,,.,:,
., ..,.:. .:’.””,.. . ,,... . ... .. .,
,...:,~,.,. ,. ,. ~;,::.. . . . ! ;’ :
,.. .
‘,~iii@istri&tion’ of” ~~~”,~air.,.‘re.ssure over the .yings
fand ‘tail surfaces m~lst b-e g~:eful y cmalyzed:.,in, all cases.
In ;load-c&*ying “wings the,.,~t,ress.is. decisively,. af,,foct,ed
by this “,d$striliuti,~n. ,, -,,. ,,
..:
,.
.
.,
Cons~dernblo “data &~” avail a.blo,’,on.‘this’.subject (q~f-
erencb 80) ,,which, ,altlio”ughit applie,s only t,a steady flow
,.
cqn’dition6, qhould suffico provisionally. : ,.
., ,,. . ,,.
The proble,m o? ~ing and, tail .flut”tor~should “alSO,.bo
,’
made tho sulij~ct of.;a””spec.i,al,analysis. In order to av.o.id
this flutter ‘v/i”thinthe whole speed range, it is necessary
to insure a certain minimum degree of stiffness and in the
vibration frequ,encios of the,.y,ing, tho predication of which
is extremely difficult. The” difficulty lies less in the
investigation of the flow processes on the oscillating .
wing,,than in the analysis of the. static oscillation fre-
quencies of such a complex structure as is t.ll,e.airplane,,
Except,$ng the cantilever monoplane,, the analysis will for
the,pr.e.sent at least havo to te Ii”iaited,,to.tho exp.orimon-
tal’ determination of tno .sta.ticoscillation froquon.c,ies
on the complo tiea$rp,lane, followed’ by an in+estigatiozi to
detc,rrnlne whether or not forcpd wing or ,t,ailvibrations
aro possi’blc Within the parti.qular’ sp”tiod,range.
“.,Tfio.dango’rous’ wing flut’ter,’observed up ,.t.onow in “flight
,’.
as “wo1l as the accidents ,cau,stid by ‘wing,flutter, w’ere prima-
“ri~y due to ail,e’ron o,sci,lla~.ion”s.Two,‘known commercial
high-wing monoplanes “’de~blope,dsevere wing flutter at cruis-
ing ,spebd ‘when-”the aileron” ~ontrol ‘cables-becam’o,l“OOSQ.
According to. vari,cus flutter, investigations, obsgrvati.on.s
,. ,..
in flight and ‘,acc~@oD$s,,. the’ ratio of’ wing “cho’rd to waii.e”
length “of an’ oscillation wlii’,chgive’s ,a”mbasurti .of”.tho int-
ensity of tho requir’od oscillation frequency of the” wilig,
ranges between 0?20 and 0..~.38.The exciting condi.ti,ons aro
ostensibly most. pro;piti’”ous”in thi s’,&ange. ,Thorh .qro,no,
osc.illatiens; yhon “’t.hiS’,rq.&t-.io“3.,s. groat or”, be,causo $ho .d.e&”’
cr’eq:s6den’drgy “ab,sorp,t”ion .no longtir snf.fices .to overcome
.,.- .1!,.
.1.-,.-.,-,,:,.
the .eve”r”-presdnt material’” d’a~p;.ti.~g.
,,’+,,.
Tile ratio does ,no{
exceed 0C27 “when”“the ai”r zmii ma’ss forces of the aileron’s
are carefully balanced. &Y further feasible wing vibra-
tion with the two degrees of freddom - bending and ‘torsion
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are”more easily and ,reliably” c’brnputabie and .structuxally
controllable (reference 48) . ““
..
“Wing’ flutter can be avoided when the des’igner gives
the wing such a high torsional vibration frequency (and
through it, rigidity) that at the critical speed stipulat-
ed in the strength “specifications the ratio of wing chord
~to”wave length is >0.38 or > 0.27 by careful aileron-
mass balance. As to tail flutter caused by eddy separa-
tion on wings, on the fuselage, or propeller blades, it
should be borne in mind that the frequency of the vortex
streets formed aft of these parts is proportional to the
flight speed, “and does not coincide with tho fr,oquoncies
of the torsional’ vibration of the fuselage and tho flex-
ural vibrations of the tails and’ that as far as possible
~li integral relations of thcso frequencies be avoided
(reforonco 81) . Tho roar end of the fuselage in partic-
U1 ar, should have amplo torsional stiffness.
Stresses at Ta&e-Off and Landing
The stresses at take-off from level ground or calm
water ‘are relia,bly computable, Siilce the accelerating ‘
thrust of the propellers or of the starting catapult is
accurately known, When the ground is other than level; or
the water is not still, stresses occur during taxying
which heretofore were not amenable to analysis, because
the ground” obstacles, bunches of grass, furrows, ~no~drifts,
and the form of the water waves are so diversified t-hat
statistical data alone can givo a solution. These taxying
stresses rnoreov”er depend up”on t“he speed”and on the shock
absorber, respectively, the form of’ the float-support sys-
tem. The highest stresses ordinarily occur with a medium
takying speed, where the weight of the.,airplane is for the
most part “carried by the wheels or the floa,tisupports, re-
spectively, These stresses occur so frequently that inves-
tigations of the stressed parts for fatigue are necessary
conformably to the expectancy curves.
The most elementary kind of landing is the steady
glide with throttled engine and minimum sinking speed.
Even though the pilot usually flattens out over the ground
to soften the landing shock, ‘ths abovo-cited method of
landing is froquontly used and is, in fact, noco”’ssary wilon
.,
,.
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la:~ding in. the dark or -at places surrounded by obstacles.
In order to allow for ldc!al:trregularities o,$,.:th,elanding
are’a o’r--ns”l’op’efthewaVe.cre.sts.:and their v.qlocity, the
gli,ding angle for slowes”t gliding ;fl%ght with power” off
as w“e”llas the inclination’ o’f”.tl~e:.lateralaxi,~.should te -~;,
suitably complemented in accortitwith the surface condi-~, i ;
t.icons.of the ground, the seaway, ’and tile wind (refer~g~g-,
82),~.:One must also figure with the possibility thqt. th~”~
lan~ing is not exactly into the wind; that isj that the-
airplane has a lateral drift.
. ..
“The vertical drop of the airplane to the ground can
be offectod at different inclinations of tho ,longitudinal
and lateral axis, which can be limited to the following
positions:
.,
1. Thrust line horizontal; ,,,.
20 Flight attitude with maximum angle ,of attack at
tile limit of longitudinal stability;
3. Inclination of lateral axis until the wing tip
touches the ground. ,.
<.!.
Then the landing gear or floats a,r.e”tobe strong
enough to withstaild the most unfavorable combination of
these loads. The landing gear shocli,absorber ma,y be al-
lowed to travel up to its stops, but’ the stops should nev-
er be reached at a low frequently occurring stress, or
else the danger of breakage increase’s enormously. The re-
mainder of the airplane, especially the passenger cabin or
cock--its should be so desi~fied as to withstand stresses
which are from 10 to 20 percent higher.
The impact on landing gear or float supports cam be
=nalyzed conformably to the laws of eccentric impact o“f a
free body against & rigid wall (reference 83), providod
the load increment is known as function of the. time and
travel or depth of immersion. But since this is not ob-
tainable in a great many cases except by admitting exten-
sive simplifications. ,(reference 45), the information tiust
be gained from measurements of the normal and rotary ac=
celebrations incurred by. the landing shock or by. tension
measurements on individual parts. of the structure (refer-
ence 4?).
,...
.’ ,, ,.
. ,.
.-
,,
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Jn,obliqne landing the second impact upon coptact on
the o~her. wheel may be more severe than on the first, “arid
the skid impact following a wheel. impact can likewise” be
more severe than the first skid impact. in a tail landing.
Asidefron the damping effect of the wings-and tail,by
landing impact the impact forces at the” first and.second
contact are identical when the product of the distances of
the shock normals from the center of gravity i8 equal”to
the square of the inertia radius.
In which case the.strength of both wheels or floats
is utilized to best advantage.
The stresses in miscarried.. or.forced landing require
special consideration. It has already been mentioned that
the chassis should have a lower breaking strength than the
other parts of the airplane,” especially the pass6n&er cabin
or cockpits, i.f it affords the passengers protection a-
gainst injuries. The nose of the fuselage or the bngine
mount should be able to sustain considerable distortion af-
ter failur,e of the chassis. The passenger cabins should
sustain as little dama’&e as possible when the nose’of the
fuselage breaks or the wing hits the ground. Since it is
physically possible to sta’nd instantaneous accelerations as
“nigh”as 10 for a short period without har”mful effect it is
especially desired that the cabins including the seats and
safety belts of small airplanes be designed to withstand a
10-,time force of.gravity in direction of the engine axis.
For large airplanes the forced-landing expectancy is less
(reference 7i), and “consequently, the ratio of distortion
by failure of chasis, of tip of, fnselage or wings to the
total kinetic energy at landing. is for such airplan~s USUO.
ally greater. than in small air’craft, for which reason the
dar~,age,sin a forced landing are never as severe as with
s3z11 airplanes.
One may” ,thdrefore question whether the considerably
greater weight of large airplanes, which would’be necessary
to obtain the above cited strength could not be used to”
much better advantage for strerigthening other vitally im-
portant’ ,parts or, for “improving the instrument equipment,
in order to ‘Bring the total accident expectancy to”a mini-
mum. ,.
.,
Iiljuries to :[~assengers are rare in forced l-andings
of seaplanes. !I%e protection. of’passengers against
drowning is e.pzIreZy constructive safe~uard$ water-
[:/
~
./
(
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~> tight compartments and” large fore-body length for protec-
tion aga”iri6t’capsizing. ~~-- .
,,
In conclusion we mention the stresses” due to propel-
) ler thrust and gyroscopic moment, due to application of
:?
wheel’ brakes and towing as well as the requireme,nt, espe-
cially as concerns small airplanes that vital parts may
not be endagered by handling.
Summa ry
The historical development of the rules for structural
strength of aircraft in the leading countries is traced
from the beginning of flight to date.
The term IIfactor of safety!! is critically anal~zed;
its replacement by probability considerations has been con-
sidered desirable. .
One feature common to the strength specifications of
every country is the application of the actual strength of
existing airplanes of approved types primarily proportion-
al to the total airplane wieght or the aerodynamic surface
to new designs. The studied disregard - due to this sim-
plification - of the more or less complicated process of
stress in the face of the consistent advance in aerodynam-
ics could. not fail to show as result that efficient new
airplane types were impressed by greater stresses than the
experiences collected conformably to the older types led
one to anticipate. The consequence was the need for re-
peated ch”anges in the strength specifications.
In order to prevent the technical development from
overtaking the specifications as much as possible it has
been deemed necessary to analyze the’phy.sical process of
the stress more in detail than hitherto with the aim toward
a truly representative stress analysis, for which various
suggestions and recommendations are outlined.
..
Translation by J. Vaniei, ‘“
National Advisory Committee
,,
for Aeronautics.
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